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PINE-RICHLAND RAMPAGE
STUFF A BUS SUCCESS
Students Give Back for the Holidays

Top left: Senior Kaetlyn McCracken. Top right: Seniors Ella Gagnon and Andy Swartout. Bottom: Mrs. Brough, Mrs.
Delp, Kendal Chilcoat, Andy Swartout, Kaetlyn McCracken, Alexa Cardinali, Ella Gagnon, and Branden Ansell.
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Share Holiday Traditions
Learn how Classmates are Celebrating this December
LAUREN MARSILIO STAFF WRITER

With the holiday season quickly
approaching, many families will
gather and take part in their festive
traditions.
My family is very passionate about
consistent holiday traditions. Every
year for the majority of my life, we
visit the Lake Forest Gardens
Christmas tree farm the day after
Thanksgiving. Looking through the
acres upon acres of trees looking for
the perfect one, followed up by hot
chocolate warm in your hand is
always memorable.
When we get home from the farm,
we immediately begin decorating the
tree with shimmering ornaments and
put decorations throughout the inside
and outside of our home.
My family also attends my
neighbor’s lively party every
Christmas Eve, where we gorge
ourselves with cookies, food, and
chocolate.
Freshman Kate Turner also adores
Christmas: “I like it because it’s good
family time and I love giving and
getting gifts.”
Her family tradition involves
picking out a new game they can play
together every Christmas Eve. This
year, she is looking forward to
making gingerbread houses, sipping
Starbucks holiday drinks, and going
ice skating.
Freshman Makailea Harrer prefers
to stay inside during the cold seasons
and cuddle up with a warm blanket.
Therefore, her family binge watches
Christmas movies every year when it
is snowing to get in the spirit.
Freshman Kendall Kirkland’s
family goes to her aunt's house on
Christmas Day. Every year, they
anticipate the fantastic prime ribs.
The most memorable part of the visit

Marsilio family visits Lake Forest Gardens for a Christmas tree.
is when her aunt folds the table
napkins
into
silly
Christmas
characters. They exchange gifts and
have a relaxing time together.

On Christmas morning, Kirkland
watches Spongebob holiday episodes.
“They are just so nostalgic,” she said.
This season, PR students will
spend Winter Break celebrating past
traditions and creating new memories.

FEATURES

Cherishing Christmas Traditions
The Best Ways to Celebrate the Holidays
AVA MEANS STAFF WRITER
The Christmas season is the best
time of year. Everyone’s joyful,
there's decorations all around, but
the best part has to be the traditions.
What’s Christmas if I’m not yelling
at my brother because he made an
ugly cookie?
Ever since I was younger, my
family has had loads of traditions.
On my mom’s side, the girls go
shopping on Black Friday and make
Christmas cookies the day after.
While cookie baking is happening,
the boys go downtown and have
breakfast at a restaurant called
“DeLucas.” It’s definitely an
amazing day for everyone involved
and it’s probably one of my favorite
traditions my family has.
Black Friday is always a day to
remember. My mom, grandma,
aunts, cousins, and I all wake up
around 4:30 AM to get out of the
door by 4:45 so we can make it to the
mall in a timely fashion. We shop
until around 12 PM and then head

“Christmas is one of the
most magical times of
the year, and Christmas
traditions make it all
that more special.”
-Ava Means
next door to the Cheesecake Factory
to have lunch. After lunch, we all go
back to my aunt's house and hangout
until it's late. If I’m being honest,
there’s not a lot of productivity
involved in the day, but I always have

Freshman Ava Means celebrating when she was younger.
fun. I leave the mall with a smile on
my face even though my feet are
cramping, and my shopping bags are
heavy.
The day after Black Friday is
“Poerio/Means/Kimmel/Jergel
Family Cookie Baking.” We meet
around 9:00 AM and bake until
around 3 PM. We make chocolate
chip cookies, red velvet, oatmeal
craisin, peanut butter blossoms, Oreo
balls,
and
Christmas
crack.
Occasionally, we throw in another
cookie but those are our basics. Once
again, we aren’t too productive, and
it’s always a little chaotic, but it’s still
one of my favorite days of the year.
We have traditions surrounding
our Christmas tree too. Every year,
me and 2 other families go to a tree

farm in Somerset to get our tree. We
spend countless hours searching for
the perfect one, but it’s really not the
tree that matters. The best part of that
day is going into the cafe to have
gingerbread cookies and warm milk
while me and my best friends make
jokes about the dads. I honestly
couldn’t care less about the tree.
Christmas is one of the most
magical times of the year, and
Christmas traditions make it all that
more special. Like I said before, it’s
not really Christmas if my family
hasn’t burnt an entire batch of cookies
to a crisp or dropped 16 Bath and
Body Works soaps in the store.

FEATURES
Holiday Happiness Read about Some Activities to Do This Christmas Season
AVA BARSON STAFF WRITER

Christmas trees are up and shining
waiting for presents to be put underneath
which means it is time for holiday cheer.
Christmas is just around the corner. For
many families, Christmas time means
gathering together and a perfect opportunity
for many activities that are available for
everyone to enjoy.
Amongst the activities to do during the
holiday season, gingerbread houses seem to
be extremely popular. In this activity, you
build a gingerbread house using
gingerbread pieces and icing to hold the
home together. After that, you get to
decorate with candies or anything else you
wish. Doing this activity with friends or
family is a good bonding time. Gingerbread
houses are hard to build sometimes because
the icing does not always hold the homes
together but when the project fails, there is
an opportunity for laughter.
“I like gingerbread houses because it’s
funny building them, getting frustrated
when they collapse, and you can eat them
while building them, so I don’t see an
issue,” said freshman Austin Dolny.
A slight con to building these houses is
that they can get frustrating if the icing still
does not hold up the foundation but that can
also make the activity more entertaining.
The best part is when you are done. You can
either leave the house together or enjoy
eating it with everyone.
“I like gingerbread houses because they
are fun and it has become an annual thing to
make one without falling,” said freshman
Kira Nguyen.
Gingerbread is liked and disliked as well
as some more holiday recipes.
It is also the time of year for the classic
Christmas cookies. There are many
different recipes to choose from for the base
of the cookies. These cookies are usually
sugar and are cut out in seasonal shapes.
After the cookies are all made you can
decorate them however you would like.
Christmas cookies are good for Santa and
the family to enjoy. Not only is making the
cookies fun but enjoying them is what
brings the family together. There are also
many opportunities for everyone to enjoy
outside.

Snow is falling which means the lakes
are frozen over. It is the time of year for
everyone to throw on a pair of skates and
show of their skills. Whether you can skate
or not, the experience is always enjoyable.
“I also like ice skating because even if
you are bad at it then you can have fun and
it puts you in the Christmas mood more than
anything else in my opinion,” said Dolny.
Skating can be for anyone to enjoy and
doing it over and over can provide you with
more experience to get better. There are
many places to go ice skating. Going down
to the tree in Pittsburgh to skate around is
also an amazing opportunity for anyone as
well.
“I like ice skating because it’s a yearly
tradition and I go with my parents and my
sister. The most fun experience was
probably when we did it in New York at that
place where they filmed the ice-skating
episode of, “Hey Jessie,” said freshman
John Folino.
There are rinks inside and outside so you
can do whichever you prefer. Ice skating is
a time for family and friends to come
together and create memories.
Movies are in their prime time during
the holidays. Some Christmas movies are
so popular that they are played throughout
the whole year. Movies like Elf and the
National Lampoons Christmas Vacation
are played many times during the holidays
and sometimes during the warmer seasons.
Since the snow is falling, that means it is
time to put on the fireplace and watch a
classic movie with the ones you love. Even
if it is a movie you have already watched
over and over, it is good to spend time with
your family during the holiday season.
Cold weather means warm clothes and
Christmas
means
Christmas-themed
clothes. Some people can be against this
idea but matching with mom and dad is not
so bad. Matching with the whole family can
be funny and it can give you something to
remember this Christmas. It has been a
struggle for everyone these past two years,
so acknowledging those who are close to
you is important so why not match with
them.
Making new memories is important but
looking back on the old ones can be just as

fun. Watching videos from your childhood
can be just as fun as it was making those
memories. Laughing about how you acted
when you were 7 or seeing what you liked
to open on Christmas day. Whether you
were a kid who ran around with their pants
on their head or one who loved to stay up
for Santa, those memories are something
that you will never forget. You may not
remember them now but looking back at
them can be fun and a good bonding time
with your family. Even watching videos or
seeing pictures of you and your friends
when you were younger can be just as fun.
Christmas is the time of year to enjoy the
time you have off and the time you get to
spend with your loved ones.
This Christmas can be just as great as the
years before with a positive attitude and
some fun. Gather around the tree with the
ones you love and celebrate this year. You
made it through 2021 and it is time to
celebrate. Plus, what is Christmas without
memories? Happy Holidays and Merry
Christmas.

Freshman Austin Dolny ice skating.

OPINION

Christmas Trees: Real or Fake?
The Ongoing Debate Over Christmas Decor
AVA MEANS STAFF WRITER

When you think about Christmas,
what is the first thing that comes to
mind? A Christmas tree, obviously.
The lights, the ornaments, the
garland, it all hovers over the presents
that bring happiness underneath.
Now comes the debate… keep up
with the work of a real tree or take the
easy way out and get a fake one? Most
American families have an artificial
tree but that doesn’t give you the real
pine tree smell and feel of Christmas.
The problem is when you invest in a
real tree it comes with the work. You
have to water it and take care of all the
pine needles that will fall. This could
be a big issue for people that don’t
have the time or aren’t home very
often.

That being said, nothing can beat
the feeling of going shopping in the
cold for a tree and waking up to it on
the happiness of Christmas morning.
Now some might say you can’t tell the
difference between a real and fake
tree but it’s blatantly obvious. Fake
trees don’t have the authenticity that
real ones do. Plastic needles on a fake
tree can never compare to the pine
needles that sit beautiful on a real one.
It’s simple. Fake trees look fake.
That’s all there is to it.
If you know anything about
Christmas, you know that the tree is a
very important part of the holiday.
But what’s the point of even having a
tree if it’s not going to be real?

Ava Means’ Christmas tree.

Why Christmas Decorations are so Special to Me
The Nostalgia behind Them
EMMA ECKERT STAFF WRITER

As December comes, along with
it comes the Christmas decorations.
Christmas decorations are very
nostalgic. When my house is
decorated for Christmas, it is my
favorite decorations of the year.
These decorations make the Holiday
season so special to me.
In my house my mom has a
Christmas tree in almost every room
in our house.
We have our “big tree” as my
brother calls it. The big tree in our
house is in our living room. My mom
decorates the living room tree with a
rustic look. I like how it is not a

stereotypical Christmas tree and
something different.
The “Smaller Tree” is the tree
with all of our family ornaments that
our family has collected over the
years. The smaller tree ornament
decorations consist of “Babies first
Christmas” and every single place
that we have traveled to over the
years. The smaller ornament tree is
very sentimental to me because it is
very memorable to me. My Grandma
gets me and all my cousins ornaments
every single year. The Ornament tree
is in the sitting room in my house, and
I love just sitting in there and looking
at all the ornaments and reminiscing

about past trips and Christmas’s that
are really special to me.
When decorating my house, my
mom places everything very
specifically and in a perfect way.
I always offer to help decorating
but I am normally just allowed to do
the minor things because she is very
particular about where everything
goes. I normally get put on the job to
put the ornaments on the tree.
No matter how particular her
decorations are, it is still my favorite
time of year in my house, and I
absolutely love all the decorations in
my house around Christmas time.

OPINION

The Nightmare Before Christmas
Christmas or Halloween Movie?
ASHLEY CHAPMAN STAFF WRITER

My opinion
is that it’s a
Halloween
movie, because
of
certain
aspects
and
characteristics,
but others may
not feel the
same.
But
come on, the
main character
is a skeleton.
You don’t see
skeletons
during
Christmas, do
you? The main
setting
is
Halloween
town, based
off of the
holiday
Halloween.
The
main
character, Jack
Skeleton,
travels
to
Christmas
town
and
discovers
Christmas.
Yes,
Stills from The Nightmare Before Christmas.
Christmas is a
The popular question that has always part of the movie and a part of some of the
been on my mind is: Is The Nightmare scenes, but it is mostly played out in
Before Christmas a Halloween or Halloween. The characters are mostly
Christmas movie? The Nightmare Before ghouls, vampires, rag dolls, and different
Christmas is a story written by Tim fictional creatures, and were given a
Burton, and was created into a stop spooky, creepy look to them. Hence why,
motion film.
it would be a Halloween themed movie.
There is a scene where Santa Claus is

shown, but he was not the main character
of the movie and was more seen as the
helpless
victim
of
the
film
instead. Additionally, there were scenes
of the film where Jack had taken over
Christmas and was giving out these
unique types of toys the townspeople of
Halloween town had made. The toys were
not appealing to little kids and scared
them rather than giving them joy on
Christmas day. This is yet another
example of how this movie was based on
Halloween, and how Halloween had
taken over the holiday of Christmas and
still manages to have a Halloween vibe.
Others share their opinions on this film,
and if they think it’s a Christmas or
Halloween themed movie.
My mother, Holly Chapman, says, “I
would think it's more a Halloween movie,
just for a fact that in their world, to them
it's Christmas, but we're viewing it as
Halloween because they are dressed up
and give off a creepy vibe. The movie is
called
The
“Nightmare”
Before
Christmas,
supposedly
portraying
Halloween nightmares being given to
Christmas town.”
My Father, Steve Chapman, says,
“It’s neither. It's a human story about Jack
skeleton, and his journey of discovery,
from being disillusioned in the beginning
of the film, then through some difficulty
and struggle coming to discover he loves
the identity he has after, it's a story about
loving yourself.”
Now this debate could go on for
hours and hours, but we will never truly
have a right answer. There are so many
ways to analyze this quite interesting and
empowering film.

What do you think? Is The Nightmare Before

Christmas more of a Christmas or Halloween movie?
Let a RAMPAGE staff member know!

OPINION

A Motion-Capture Mishap
Why the Polar Express is Overrated and Over-Loved
In a world of Hallmark movies and
Christmas cash grabs, finding a good
Christmas movie to sit down and watch is
hard. Some works of art shine through,
like the animated 2019 feature Klaus or
the
hysterical
live-action-comedy
National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation.
In that aspect, the Polar Express is
different, because no other Christmas
movie attempts what it has done.
Unfortunately, this is for good reason.
The Polar Express’ ugly animation style,
confusing plot, and unusual production
choices make it an undeserved classic.
First, how does the Polar Express
look? Awful. Some may argue that the
movie was made in 2004 and all movies
look bad during that time, but some
animated movies years before Polar
Express looked light years better.
Monsters Inc. was made in 2001 and
looks on par, if not better than the movie.
This is because Monsters Inc. had
reasonable scenes where the characters
blended in well with the environment.
Most scenes in Monster’s Inc. were inside
buildings or places where the characters

NICOLAI EZOLT STAFF WRITER
make sense and interact with the
environment. There are only a few
sweeping shots in Monsters Inc. (the most
famous one being the door room),
whereas Polar Express either has
characters in large spaces like warehouses
or the outside or are in a train filled with
windows. This provides a disconnect
between the characters and the
background. The Polar Express is a
glaring issue of using CGI in unrealistic
places, even though the movie is entirely
animated. Another animation issue is
discussed better in its unusual production
choices.
The Polar Express uses its label as
“an artistic movie” to trick watchers that
sloppy production choices are artistic
styles. The entire movie is done in live
action motion capture (or mo-cap) in
order to bring the fantastical elements of
the movie to life. It doesn’t work. The
characters move around awkwardly and
look slightly off from humans. This
phenomenon is known as “uncanny
valley,” where lackluster CGI gives the
viewer a weird feeling, since they are
used to the
image, but
it
looks
strange.
For
this
reason,
early CGI
movies did
not make
the main
characters
human, like
Toy Story
or Shrek,
because
they knew
the
technology
was
not
ready. The

Image from The Polar Express.

only benefit of this motion capture
technology is that the movie can have a
few grand and expansive scenes, but these
great scenes alone shouldn’t be
considered the movie as a whole.
Without even considering the
visuals, the movie falls flat on its face
when it comes to the story. The movie’s
main message is shallow and nonreflective. Just a heads up, spoilers for the
entirety of the Polar Express. The movie
starts with a Boy (unnamed for some
reason) not believing in Santa. This boy
goes to sleep on Christmas Eve and is
woken up by a train. He goes on the train,
and eventually gets to the North Pole after
a fun sequence where the train derails.
After arriving at the North Pole, the kids
on the train unlatch it by accident, so a
third of the movie is about undoing their
mistakes. This might not seem like it, but
it’s a big issue. In a story where the
characters cause the problem, it is much
harder for the audience to connect with
the characters because they don’t think
they would cause that problem. Some
directors use this to their advantage to tell
the story of a flawed character. The Polar
Express tried to make the Boy as much
like the audience as possible, but still
made such a large part of the movie about
his mistakes. In the end, the boy learns to
believe in Santa, and a voice over narrator
says that he has for the rest of his life.
This
moral
goes
against
the
commonsense message that people stop
believing in Santa as they get older and
provides kids with a false narrative that
they will always believe in Santa, which
just sets kids up for disappointment.
Does the Polar Express have any
upsides? Other than a few fantastic
scenes, the Polar Express crumbles under
its technical attempts and underwhelming
story. It’s fine to like this movie, but it
should not be regarded as the classic it is.

OPINION

What is the Best Christmas Movie?
Discovering Holiday Opinions of Students
Let's be honest, we all have an opinion
on our favorite Christmas movies. From
Elf to Home Alone to thousands of other
Christmas movies: the options are
endless. This leaves a great amount of
opinion amongst the students at PR. So
that leaves the question: what is the best
Christmas movie?
After interviewing several students
asking the question, the answers are very
surprising considering the lack of variety
in the movies they shared.
Elf takes first place for the movies
with 75% of the students that I
interviewed saying that the best movie is
Elf.
Right behind Elf is the live action
version of the Grinch and also Home
Alone. Considering that I was expecting a
wide variety of strong opinions and a
wider variety of movies, these results
surprised me.
Freshman Ava Means said, “Elf is the
best Christmas movie. It is such a comfort

EMMA ECKERT STAFF WRITER
movie around the Christmas season and it students love it and it is a favorite movie
is so enjoyable to watch around this time of many.
because that movie really does get me
into the holiday
spirit.”
This answer
did not surprise
me
because
Elf really is such
a
holiday
classic. Elf has
the perfect mix
of humor and
Christmas spirit
to it to make it
the
enjoyable
movie that it is.
Having such a
high response in
favor of Elf
being the best
Christmas
movie it is clear
Popular Christmas movies from ABC Network.
that
PR

The Perfect Gift What to Get Friends and Family
ASMA MUDDASSAR STAFF WRITER

Gifts are an important part of many
different occasions like birthdays,
anniversaries, holidays, and more. With
the holidays coming up soon, everyone is
deciding what gifts to give to their friends
and family. However, it can be difficult
getting the perfect gift for someone.
These are some easy gifts to give that
everyone will like.
One simple gift that you can give is a
gift card. Gift cards don’t take much
effort and allow anyone to buy whatever
they want from their favorite stores. Ask
your friends and family what some of
their favorite stores are and give them a
gift card to that store. You can get gift
cards to local stores, at a grocery store, or
you can go to the store you want the gift
card from. Some gift cards include:
Target, GameStop, Nike, American
Eagle, etc.

Another easy present that you can
give are snacks and candy. You need to
ask whoever you are giving a gift to what
their favorite snacks and candies are, and
you can make a gift basket filled with the
snacks. Along with these, you can also
include fun cards and some small gifts
like jewelry, books, gift cards, and more.
You can also give clothes and
accessories, you just need the person’s
sizes. Find some clothes that they may
like and you will have the perfect gift. It
also helps if you include accessories such
as earrings, watches, bracelets, necklaces,
ties, purses, wallets and more. You can
also get shoes for someone. Nike, Adidas,
and Vans are all popular stores that have
shoes and this can be the perfect gift for
anyone. You can buy sneakers, flats,
slides, heals, or boots. All you need to

know is what their shoe size is and you
have a great gift.
Some more popular gifts include toys
and makeup. If you have younger family
members or friends, you can get them
toys like cars, dolls, trains, and other toys.
You can get these at any store like Target,
Walmart, or even online on Amazon. You
can also get makeup for someone from
Sephora or you can get it online. Some
makeup products include: mascara,
eyeliner, lip gloss, eyeshadow, lipstick,
nail polish and many other products.
These are a few easy gifts you can get
for your friends and family of all ages.
You can get these presents at local stores
or through online stores as well. Gifts are
something that don’t need to be difficult
to give. You just need to know your
friends and families’ favorite items and
get the perfect gift for them.

OPINION

The Joy of the Holidays Music Completes Christmastime
CALLE HENNE STAFF WRITER

One of the best ways to get in the
holiday spirit is listening to Christmas
jams. Many Christmas songs have
controversial
opinions:
underrated,
overrated, favorite, and least favorite. I
love Christmas, especially the music. It
took a while to decide the following lists,
but I picked my least 10 favorite and top
10 favorites out of the most popular
songs. In my opinion, there are no bad
Christmas songs, however, some are
definitely better than others.
TOP TEN: 10.
“I’ll be Home for
Christmas”- Bing
Crosby Released
in 1945, my 10th
favorite song is
“I’ll be Home for
Christmas” by Bing Crosby because it is
symbolic of how important the holiday
season is to families. The song has been
covered by many other artists such as
Frank
Sinatra,
Camila
Cabello,
Pentatonix, and Michael Bublé.
9. “All I Want
for Christmas is
You”Mariah
Carey Published in
2011,
Mariah
Carey’s top hit
earned #9 on my
list. This song is a favorite song for
many. This song is great to sing along to
and compare terrible high notes with
friends and family.
8. “A Holly
Jolly Christmas”Burl Ives Burl Ives
released “A Holly
Jolly Christmas” in
1965. This song
really gets me in the
Christmas spirit and is just such a fun and
upbeat song. Ives’ cover is just one of
many different artists to release this song,
but his is my
favorite.
7. “It’s the
Most Wonderful
Time
of
the
Year”Andy
Williams Williams

released his song in 1963 and is the
favorite of many. I agree 100% with this
song because everyone is so happy and
kind-hearted
during
the
holiday
season. Plus in my opinion, Williams'
voice just reminds me of Christmas when
I hear it.
6. “Santa Claus
is Coming to
Town”- Jackson
5 One
of
the
biggest parts of
Christmas is Santa
always watching
“and he’s gonna
find out who’s naughty or nice”. This
song was released in 1970 and is a fun,
upbeat Christmas song. Michael Jackson
was and still is a music industry
icon. This song is a reminder to all the
kids to be on their best behavior.
5. “Wonderful
Christmastime”Paul McCartney
Paul
McCartney
was not known to
be a Christmas
artist
such
as
Michael Bublé, but this hit of his is one
that has been around since 1979, and will
most likely continue to be a hit for many
more years to come. The different style
of instruments used in this song such as
the electric keyboard adds an extra touch
that no other song has and I just love it.
4.
“It’s
Beginning to Look
a
lot
like
Christmas”- Perry
Como & The
Fontane
Sisters
“It’s Beginning to
Look a lot like Christmas” is the song that
gets stuck in my head most often and I am
not opposed to it. The introduction of the
song is super well known and I know
exactly what song it is just by the first
few seconds. Como released this song in
1984 and is still extremely popular.
3. “Last Christmas”- Wham! What
else is there to say about this song except
for the fact that it is fantastic? The bells,
the drums, the keyboards, the story

behind
it,
everything
is
perfect about this
song. It is different
from any other song
and is another
perfect example of
a sing-along song. “Last Christmas” was
released in 1984 and is still going strong.
2. “Do they
Know
it’s
Christmas”- Band
Aid A close race
for first place on the
top ten list, Band
Aid
landed
themselves a slot in the #2 spot rightfully
so. Released in 1984, Band Aid’s hit
song has made its way into multiple
movies including Daddy’s Home 2 and
sold over 2 million copies. “Do They
Know it’s Christmas” isn’t a traditional
song about staying warm and spending
time with family, but it is about different
types of climates and how they know if
it’s Christmas without snow. I honestly
find it funny because I have spent many
Christmases at the beach where there are
lights on palm trees and fake snow
machines that honestly it didn't feel like
Christmas.
1. “Underneath
the Tree”- Kelly
Clarkson Pop star,
Kelly
Clarkson,
released
a
Christmas album in
2013 and reached a
special place in my heart. Clarkson is one
of my favorite artists and a Christmas
album was perfect for her. She has such
a fun voice that brightens up a room with
one lyric and her story that is told in the
song is very similar to Mariah Carey’s,
but Clarkson’s is much, much, much
better in my opinion.

Article continues
on the next page!

OPINION
CONTINUED: The Joy of the Holidays Music Completes Christmastime
CALLE HENNE STAFF WRITER

Now for what is likely to be the more
controversial list of the two, we have the
10 least favorites: 10 being closest to a
favorite and 1 being the least favorite
overall, although still not a bad song.
TEN LEAST
FAVORITES:
10.
“I
Saw
Mommy
Kissing Santa
Claus”- Jackson
5 A lighthearted
song, yet rather
repetitive. It also
gives young children ideas to sneak
downstairs to try and find Santa Claus and
their moms under the mistletoe when they
should be in bed sleeping letting Santa
come and deliver the toys. I do think it is
funny that it is song by a Jackson child
which makes it believable coming from a
child
rather
than
an
adult
singing. Released in 1973.
9.
“Run
Rudolph
Run”- Chuck
Berry Yes, this
song is about
Rudolph the red
nosed reindeer,
but
it
just
doesn’t give off
that Christmas spirit vibe. Released in
1959
8. “Jingle
Bells”- Frank
Sinatra “Jingle
Bells” is a
definite classic,
but
I
just
couldn’t put it
on my top ten
list. After the first verse or two, I get
bored with the repetition. It is one of
those songs that I don’t want stuck in my
head but always does. Released in 1948
7. “Frosty the Snowman”- Jimmy
Durante Another classic, just not a great
song. “Frosty the Snowman” is a
traditional Christmas song and I don’t
have any complaints about it, it just

doesn’t make
me happy like
the 10 on my
top ten list
do. I do love
the
movie
though and the
song describes
the
story
perfectly Released in 1969.
6. “Jingle
Bell Rock”Bobby Helms
This song has
earned a spot
on my least
favorite
list
because of the
repetition. It is
certainly a fun song and enjoyable to
listen to, but not all the way through. I get
bored after the first verse and am ready to
skip to the next song. Released in 1970.
5.
“Santa
Baby”- Eartha
Kitt Children
enjoy listening
to
Christmas
songs, and this
just isn’t a song
for young boys
and
girls. Thinking
of the fellows she hasn’t kissed and
ridiculously expensive gifts such as a
yacht
and
a
light
blue
convertible. Released in 1953.
4.
“Rudolph the
Red
Nosed
Reindeer”Gene
Autry All my
life I have tried
to memorize
the order of the
reindeer at the beginning of the song and
never got it right. The concept of
Rudolph is sweet and pure, but the song
is only good after a listen or two. Once
the song gets overplayed, it gets old very

easily and quickly. The movie is super
sweet and enjoyable though. Released in
1949.
3. “Santa
Tell
Me”Ariana
Grande I have
quite honestly
never enjoyed
listening
to
Ariana Grande
and
her
Christmas
music
is
no
exception. Christmas is about family,
fun, and being kind, but Ariana always
finds a way to make her songs about love
when the topic doesn’t need to be
love. The main reason though, is that I
cannot stand listening to Grande’s
voice. Released in 2014.
2. “Baby, It’s Cold Outside”- Dean
Martin A true
classic, just not
a great song to
sing
along
with. Majority
of
the
beginning
is
talking with a
rhythm,
not
really singing. For some that make it
better to sing along with because it takes
little skill, but not for me. The story also
has an awful meaning of nearly holding
the woman hostage against her
will. Released in 1949.
1. “Linus and Lucy”- Vince
Guaraldi Trio
Don’t get me
wrong, “Linus
and Lucy” is
still a beautiful
song, but I am
not a person
that can go
without
lyrics. Singing is the best part of songs
and im not a big fan of pianos and
classical music and such. Released in
1964.

OPINION
Where’s the Winter Weather? Don’t Expect Many Snow Days
Since it’s that time of the year where
the winter weather kicks into full gear, it’s
not surprising to expect some snow here
and there. However, here’s what we
probably didn’t expect: only a small
amount of snow in our area. We have not
even had a ¼ inch before it melts, then
the temperature jumps into the 50s. So I
ask: Where’s the winter weather?
Before every season, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(or NOAA for short) releases their
forecast for that season’s forthcoming
annual weather predictions, including
temperature. If it’s safe to say that the
precipitation is about the same (it’s not,
but that’s unimportant) but if the average
temperature increases/decreases, that’ll
change the odds of having more or less
heavy snow. The NOAA is predicting that
there will be a 40-50% increase in
average temperatures, which isn’t the
greatest in terms of snowy weather. With
that increase in temperature, it’s very
possible that it might not get (and stay)
cold longer than what we’re used to
seeing.
Based on that information, this does
bring up both a good or bad thing,
depending on which way you think about

BLAKE FUCHS STAFF WRITER
it. This year, the district
decreased the amount of snow
days, leaving only one snow day
available for use before days get
taken out of spring break or
they’re just virtual 2-hour delay
days. You could look at it in a
good way as the fact that if
there’s less opportunity for snow
days, there is also a lower chance
of making up more days
virtually. On the other hand, this
does mean that we’ll have less
availability for when there is a
snow day, meaning that snow
days could be used only in
extreme circumstances. And to
be completely honest, people
probably like having more extra
days off and being able to go out
and enjoy the snow.
So, to wrap things up, don’t
expect to get as much snowy
weather as we did last year. We’ll
have more obligations to go
outside longer to enjoy the time
we have with this unusually brief
snow. So go outside; enjoy the
winter weather, and have fun.
Unusually high December temperatures in the PR
area. Source: Weather App.

School on Snow Days
Has Virtual Learning Taken Over Our Days Off?
JUNE MCCUNE STAFF WRITER

The biggest question PR students are
asking is, “Are snow days still a thing?”
One of the most memorable days when
I was younger was when we had snow
days. My sister and I would wake up, look
out the window to see mountains of snow
across the roads, we would run
downstairs to ask our dad to ask if we had
a snow day.
Some days it was and we would
scream… then go back to sleep. Or, we

would be told it was a 2-hour delay.
Those “delay” days would really turn into
us getting dressed, then, right as we come
downstairs from getting ready, we would
be told it was a snow day.
I miss those days, and I know others
do too.
Last year when we had delays or snow
days we would just have to do school
online. So the question now is: Will we
have snow days this year?

I may be in high school now, but I still
love to play in the snow. Building a
snowman may be childish, but who says I
have to grow up right now?
According to our school calendar, we
do get one snow day (if needed). One day
that we get to play in the snow and not
think about school. I am thankful I get one
snow day to feel like I did when I was 8.

GOOD READS
Best Selling Book Review: Should You Buy It?
LINA JEWART STAFF WRITER

Do you like dystopian novels? Thriller?
A strong female lead? Then you should read
Shatter Me by Tahereh Mafi. When first
released, Shatter Me was on the New York
Times bestseller list for over a month. This
book was written very creatively, and it was
extremely well done. The writing style is so
unique and the author packed in a few wellplaced metaphors that any English teacher
would love. All of the characters were well
developed, each with their own unique
backstory that made me fall in love with
them. The plot was also fantastic, with
twists and turns that left me on the edge of
my seat.
Shatter Me takes place far in the future
when the Reestablishment has taken over.
The people trust the Reestablishment to
bring the Earth back to normal, but what
they
don’t
realize
is
that
the
Reestablishment has no plan for saving the
world. Their only goal is taking power and
ruling the world. The Reestablishment has
split the world into sectors of people who

are living in fear and poverty. They have an
iron grip on society and everybody is too
afraid to fight back.
Shatter Me is told from the point of view
of Juliette Ferrars, a 17 year old girl who has
a lethal touch that injures and kills anybody
who comes in contact with her skin. She
was sent to an insane asylum (which was
basically a prison) by her own parents and
has been living in isolation for nearly a year.
One day, someone else gets put into her
holding cell, a boy from the school that she
used to go to.
The most interesting thing about this
book is that it’s written as Juliette’s diary.
Mafi writes in a style that is Juliette’s own
personal thoughts and that sometimes
means drawing cross-outs over certain
words and phrases. This writing style is
meant to show the transformation of
Juliette’s character as she becomes more
confident with herself and her “curse.” The
author actually makes note of this at the

beginning of the novel to let the readers
know that it is intentional.
All in all, I rate this book 5/5 stars
because I have never read a book like this
and it was such a unique experience. Also,
look at that book cover! It is so pretty and
it’s going to
look great on
my
bookshelf.
Shatter Me is
a series, so I
am looking
forward
to
reading the
next
book,
and I’m sure
that they will
be just as
good.
This
book
is
definitely
Shatter Me by
worth
the
Taherah Mafi.
buy.

A Cliffhanging Thriller: The Silent Patient
Uncover Secrets and Scandal in This Striking Novel
LAUREN MARSILIO STAFF WRITER

If psychological thrillers, murder
mysteries, or an astounding plot twist
sounds intriguing to you, you should read
Alex
Michaelides’
bestselling
novel,
The
Silent Patient.
This story
follows Alicia
Berenson,
a
passionate
artist, who is
completely in
love with her
fashion
photographer
husband,
The Silent Night by
Gabriel. This
Alex Michaelides.
couple's fate

drastically changes one evening when
Alicia unexplainably shoots Gabriel five
times. After this disaster, Alicia does not
speak a word again, leaving no answers or
even a clue as to why she committed such
an act. She is immediately deemed seriously
mentally ill by authorities and the
community.
She is sent to The Grove, a mental
institution, where a forensic psychoanalyst
named Theo Faber agrees to work with her
and get her to speak. This story is told from
Theo’s point of view while he is working
with her, alongside a few chapters dedicated
to excerpts from Alicia’s diary that were
written before the murder. Theo dedicates
himself to digging up Alicia's past hoping
that can provide him with answers.
Michaelides has a clear talent for writing
suspensefully. He subtly gives several clues

to the answer, until it all jumbled up into
one, astonishing plot twist that left me
stunned. I made many predictions as to what
may go down, but none of them were even
close to what happens. The plot moves fast
and is filled with details, keeping readers
intrigued and always on the edge of their
seats.
The characters portrayed in this novel
also seem amazingly realistic and dynamic.
It was almost a conflict, who do I support?
I found myself cheering different characters
on, or suspecting them as the enemy.
This novel explores the dark, unknown
past of Alicia's life, and surprisingly and
simultaneously, Theos. Maybe they have
more in common than just a doctor and
patient relationship.

Note: This novel might contain potentially sensitive topics for some readers. If this might apply to you, please do research beforehand to make
sure this is okay for you.

SPORTS

Start of a New Season Boys Lacrosse Begins Winter Training
BRETT SAULNIER STAFF WRITER

On Tuesday November 16, the boy’s
lacrosse team started winter training in
the high school gym. There are also many
new changes to the team.
The first change is our opportunity to
work with the strength and conditioning
coach, James Lederach. He has been with
the team for a few seasons now, and I
cannot wait to have him coach us because
last season we could not lift with him.
This season the sophomores and
freshmen will experience lifting with
Lederach for the first time. The first
session was just a walk through, and we
can only go on the field weather
permitting. Overall I cannot wait to see
what an off-season not affected by
restrictions looks like.
Over the past few months, the lacrosse
team has seen most of the change in the
coaching staff. For starters Chris and
Andy DeMichiei have left the team. Andy
DeMichiei left the team during the middle

of the season, and Chris DeMichiei left am excited, and ready, for the season
the team during the off season. Also, there ahead of us.
has been the addition of Jordan
Dkyla. He will become the new
offensive coordinator. I, and the rest
of the team, cannot wait to see what
he brings to the offense and team this
season.
Sadly, our head coach, Kevin
Welty, had to sit down in the off
season for medical reasons. This has
led to the old defensive coordinator,
David Offner, becoming head coach.
He has been with the team the
longest.
Also, coaches Alex Heger and
Mike Clark have joined the team
recently. Heger, the goalie coach,
and Clark,the Jv head coach, both
played D1 college lacrosse at Robert
Sophomores Nate Vrabel, Luke Hatzimbes,
Morris University.
Sam Rippole, Aiden Tarasovich, Kaden Jerry,
There have been lots of changes
and Brett Saulnier (far right).
to the lacrosse team recently, but I

Local Victors Pitt Wins ACC Championship for the First Time
Pitt played in its second ACC
championship game, and they were able
to come out on top, besting number 17
ranked Wake Forest 45-21. It was a great
game in all aspects, despite a rocky start.
Pitt gave up 21 points in the first quarter,
but held tight after that, not giving up
another point all game, picking off Wake
Forest quarterback Sam Hartman 4 times,
and sacking him 5 times.
One of the biggest reasons for Pitt’s
success this season is senior quarterback
Kenny Pickett. Pickett continued his
incredible season against Wake Forest,
putting up 250 yards and 2 touchdowns
through the air, and 58 more yards and
another touchdown on the ground. The
highlight of the game came on one of
these runs, where Pickett faked a slide to
make the defenders hesitate, and then
exploded for a 58 yard touchdown. In
what has been a Heisman caliber year for
Pickett, he looks to send a message in
what will be his last game in a Pitt

EVAN PAVLICK STAFF REPORTER
uniform, as
they await
the news of
what bowl
they
will
play
in.
Pickett will
look to be a
top
quarterback
prospect in
this year's
draft, with
the Steelers
being
a
team that
could look
Photo from CBS News.
into him..
Pitt
hasn’t been the most successful team in winner. This season has been a breath of
college football for a long time, it’s been fresh air for Pitt fans, and it’s been
over 40 years since they won their last thoroughly enjoyed.
national championship, and a similar
amount of time since their last Heisman

RECIPES

Favorite Holiday Recipes
Discover Three of my Favorite Seasonal Recipes
KATIE COYNE STAFF WRITER
For me, the holidays always mean family,
fun, and good food. Giving and sharing are the
next things that come to mind, so I’d like to
share 3 of my favorite recipes.
Holiday Punch-Perfect for families with a
sweet tooth, this punch is great for sipping on
throughout the night. This is a fun way for
younger party-goers to help “cook” as it's
simple and has a fun, fizzy foam. We always
use lime sherbet and Green Berry Rush
Hawaiian Punch for a Grinch-like color. Use
the red Hawaiian Punch and Orange sherbet
for a perfect summer treat.
Prep Time: 10 min Servings: 24
Ingredients: 1 gallon Hawaiian Punch,, 2
liters Sprite, ½ gallon sherbet, All liquids
should be refrigerated before preparing.
Directions: Mix all of the ingredients together
in a large punch bowl. We like to put in the
sherbet first to help it melt. Pour the rest of the
liquids over the sherbet and lightly stir. It
should still have sherbet floating on top.
Cocoa Cookies with Peanut Butter ChipsLocated on the back of the Reese’s peanut
butter chips bag, this recipe is a perfect mix of
chocolate and peanut butter. This is my dad’s
favorite recipe, so we always make sure to
make him a batch around the holidays.
Prep Time: 20 min
Cook Time: 8
min
Cool Time: 1 Hour
Yields: 54
Cookies
Ingredients: 3/4 cup cocoa, 1 tsp baking
soda, 1 2/3 cups Reese’s Peanut Butter Chips
, 1 1/4 cups butter or margarine (2-1/2 sticks),
softened, 2 eggs, 2 cups sugar, 2 tsps vanilla
extract, 2 cups all-purpose flour, 1/2 tsp salt.
Directions: 1. Heat oven to 350°F. Stir
together flour, cocoa, baking soda, and salt; set
aside.
2. Beat butter and sugar in a large bowl
with a mixer until fluffy. Add eggs and
vanilla; beat well. Gradually add flour
mixture, beating well. Stir in peanut butter
chips. Drop by rounded teaspoons onto an
ungreased cookie sheet.
3. Bake 8 to 9 minutes. (Do NOT overbake;
cookies will be soft. They will puff while
baking and flatten while cooling). Cool
slightly; remove from cookie sheet to wire
rack. Cool completely.
Creamy Ham and Potato Soup-Great for
leftovers, this easy recipe is perfect for a warm

Cocoa and peanut butter cookies.
and filling meal. We like to use our leftover
Christmas ham and like to serve topped with
shredded cheddar cheese and dinner rolls on
the side.
Prep Time: 20 min
Cook Time: 25
min Servings: 8
Ingredients: 3 ½ cups peeled and diced
potatoes, ⅓ cup diced celery, ⅓ cup finely
chopped onion, ¾ cup diced cooked ham, 32
oz of low sodium chicken broth, ½ teaspoon
salt, or to taste, 1 teaspoon ground white or
black pepper, or to taste, 5 tablespoons butter,
5 tablespoons all-purpose flour, 2 cups milk.
Directions 1. Combine the potatoes, celery,
onion, ham, and chicken broth in a stockpot.
Bring to a boil, then cook over medium heat

until potatoes are tender, about 10 to 15
minutes. Stir in the salt and pepper.
2. In a separate saucepan, melt butter over
medium-low heat. Whisk in flour with a fork,
and cook, stirring constantly until thick, about
1 minute. Slowly stir in milk as not to allow
lumps to form until all of the milk has been
added. Continue stirring over medium-low
heat until thick, 4 to 5 minutes.
3. Stir the milk mixture into the stockpot,
and cook soup until heated through. Serve
immediately.

PR LOCAL
Read Students Opinions about Different Academic Courses
AVA BARSON STAFF WRITER
Getting older means classes get harder,
causing stress on some students. Despite that,
there are some classes that are loved by some
students.
“My favorite class is History because I
really like how chill it can be and I love
learning the history of stuff but mainly
because it’s like a story being told. I’ve also
had two amazing history teachers at the
Middle School,” said freshman Lizzy
Brough.
Social Studies class, otherwise known as
history, is a class full of new information and
a new story being told every day. Looking
back at history is what teaches you to make the
future the best it can be. Teachers also play a
huge role in their classes, obviously. Having
great teachers can always make the class more
enjoyable. Even if a class is not loved by
someone, having a good teacher can always
help lighten the mood and make the learning
experience fun.
“My favorite class is history because I like
learning about the world and how it became
what it is,” said freshman Sam Harris.
This class also allows students to have a
little bit of creativity. It provides the learning
of the past but also trying to think of what that
past could do to the future. All actions have
consequences that are either good or bad so the
past could either have a positive or negative
impact on the future.
Favorite subjects depend on your interests
and dislikes.
If you like to draw and paint, take an art
class. If you like to write, take a class like
journalism.
Each class provides a wide variety of
opportunities for students to explore
themselves and expand their knowledge.
Next year when you get to pick classes,
focus on the positives. For classes that you can
choose, pick the classes that you know you
will have fun in. Do what's best for you and
your future.

Have story
idea? Email a
Rampage Staff
Writer.

Find out what some sophomores have been
working on this past month in the English
AGNES ALLVIN STAFF WRITER
It was time for some practice interviews for some of the sophomores in
English 10 this month. The 10th grade students practiced writing resumes in order
to prepare them for future real interviews for jobs and college. The students were
given class time to work on their resumes on Naviance. The students were then
assigned to be interviewed by either a teacher, counselor, principal, or
superintendent. This was a great way for the students to practice their social skills
as well as get some experiences for future work or college interviews.

A Quick Cafe Food Review
AIDEN HEILIGENSTEIN STAFF WRITER
At PR each day students must make one of the greatest decisions of their lives: Should
you pack or should you buy? When buying from the cafeteria each day you have a large
selection of food to eat. As a frequent buyer of lunch and my friend, a constant packer,
Alexis and I had a lot to speak about on the lunch menu. We began our review in
the morning by having that day's breakfast, bagels and muffins. We both agreed they had
an excellent taste and are a great buy. During lunch Alexis enjoyed some pickled eggs and
a salad. I decided to get what looked like a new menu option, garlic nuggets and a
breadstick. It had a great quantity for the single meal option and was quite good.
My only complaint was that I didn’t get more.
The items I had bought were cool ranch Doritos and Mott’s fruit snacks. Both were
bought because of their previously known delicious taste.
Overall, the cafeteria has great food and a wonderful time! 10/10!

WHAT’S NEW IN YOUR
LIFE, RAMPAGE
READER? EMAIL A
STAFF WRITER AND WE
WILL COVER THE
SCOOP.

FEATURES

Terrifying Timed Presentations
How I Get Through the Experience
KENDALL KIRKLAND STAFF WRITER

Presentations have an infamous
reputation. Upon hearing that you must
present something to the class, most
students immediately begin to feel a sense
of anxiety. Worries fill students’ heads
about whether they might fumble their
words or just simply forget everything
they had to say. These fears then make
presentation day seem like a looming
doom over your head. So, once you get to
the big moment, presenting, you feel so
flustered and terrified that you do indeed
make mistakes.
I used to have the worst nerves before
presentations. For example, one time in
sixth grade we were split into groups and
had to research a Greek city and present
our findings to the entire biome. I
remember feeling quite anxious but it was
manageable during the stage of research.
Then came presentation day. It was a
complete nightmare. I walked up to the
board with my group and my face felt as
if it were on fire. My palms were slick
with sweat and I was trembling like a leaf.
The lights suddenly seemed far too bright.
When I spoke you could hear the anxiety
in my voice. My friends even asked if I
was okay afterward because I sounded so
ill. So, after this experience, I figured I
would always be awful at presentations.
That was true, until one day it wasn’t.
In my history class this year, I had to
give a presentation on an important
historical figure in the 1800s. As if that
wasn’t enough, it was also timed. Upon
hearing that, I was nervous because
giving a timed presentation was unknown
territory for me. What if I go over the
time? What if I have a panic attack again
while presenting? What if my
presentation looks awful next to everyone
else’s? Then a realization hit me. Who
actually cares how I do on this
presentation? Who will remember if I
fumble my words? Who will remember a
week from now if I looked nervous?

Nobody will.
During
presentation
week
everybody
else is so
focused on
themselves
they hardly
have time to
think about
you or your
performance.
After this
realization, I
felt
so
mellow
because
I
truly didn’t
care
what
anybody
thought. So
you may be
wondering
how
my
presentation
went.
Well, my
timed
presentation
went
off
without
a
hitch. When
walking up to
History teacher Mr. Burkhart preparing on presentation day.
the board I
felt that tightness in my chest begin, but I
In general, what should you take away
simply brushed it off like a fly. I practiced from this? Just know when presentations
for this, so I knew I was ready. I acted as come around take a minute to sort through
if I was having a conversation with my your clouded mind. Realize that most of
audience rather than viewing it as these “what if” thoughts are just your
something so formal and stiff. I only brain running over time. That as long as
slipped up once and instead of being you practice and keep your head clear,
embarrassed I chuckled and corrected you will do absolutely fine. Other
myself. My presentation finished within students are not obsessing over your
the time limit, and I returned to my seat every little mistake, and you should not
with a sense of power.
care what others think regardless. So keep
calm and present on PR. :)

FEATURES

Meet Our President: Andy Swartout
Learn About the Senior that Helps Runs our School
CALLE HENNE STAFF WRITER

Andy Swartout is an extremely
involved and successful senior at
PR. Swartout’s most important role
at the school is executive president
of Student Government. He has
been a part of Student Government
since middle school and he joined
because he wanted to become more
involved and he also enjoyed
interacting
with
his
fellow
classmates. Swartout’s favorite part
of Student Government is simply
interacting with people.
He said his goal in Student
Government is to “provide a link
between students. A lot of stuff we
do is general school spirit, it makes
people’s day a little bit better.”
After attending college, maybe
Notre Dame or University of
Virginia, Swartout wants to work in
finance in order to interact with
people and clients.
A big part of Swartout’s life is
his family. He has 3 siblings, 2 of which
are in college.
“I like to spend as much time with my
family as possible because I think that’s
really important,” Swartout said.
“Right from the getgo in my high
school career I had family all around me
and it really helped me.”
Many of Swartout’s ideas for Student
Government are influenced by how his
siblings helped him in high school. He
wishes that students throughout the
different schools in our district would
have a better relationship. Swartout said
that he sees the younger kids running
around at the football games and he
realizes that he doesn’t even know who
they are.
“We all live miles within each other
and they have the same elementary
teachers I had 8 years ago, but I'll never
know who they are,” he said.
Numerous decisions have fallen in
Swartout’s hands, but he feels confident

Senior Andy Swartout.

in what he chooses to do to benefit PRHS
and the community.
“Most of the stuff we have done has
been successful, I wouldn’t say I have any
regrets,” he said.
Along with acting as the executive
president of Student Government,
Swartout is the president of the Future
Business Leaders of America club,
treasurer of National Honors Society, and
a member of the Peer 2 Peer club. He is
always busy and is focused on how he
manages his time.
“Always working,” he said.
Since his schedule is so packed,
Swartout tries to get as much work done
in school as possible, even if that means
completing an assignment during lunch.
In order to be as productive as possible,
he started to limit his screen time. He
found himself rewatching the same
videos over quarantine so he decided it
was time for a change. Swartout realized
social media was not quality time. He

stays off of social media as much as he
can which means he also never
downloaded the popular app, TikTok.
“Limiting screen time is making me a
better individual,” he said.
Although Swartout’s free time is
limited, the time he does have is often
spent playing basketball, baseball, or
spending time with his family. Though
he doesn’t want to pursue a sport in
college, he is dedicated to his athletics.
“I wanted to be the best high school
athlete I could be,” said Swartout
Not only as the executive president of
Student Government, Swartout is also
completing his senior year.
His message to the underclassman is:
“Enjoy the ride, especially come
senior year, everyone is talking about
college applications, so enjoy your
time. If you mess up a test it’s all good,
life goes on. Enjoy the situation you’re in
and give 100% to everything that you do,”
said Swartout.

PR LOCAL
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
All About this Year’s Fall Play and Students’ Experiences
LIZZI MONTANTI DESIGN EDITOR

Play Summary
PR performed The Curious Incident of the Dog in the NightTime for the 2021 Fall Play. The senior citizen’s free preview
was held on Thursday, November 18th, followed by one
performance on Friday, November 19th and two performances
on Saturday, November 20th. The play was directed by Kathy
Morrissey.
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time is a play
based off of the novel written by Mark Haddon. The story is
centered around a boy named Christopher Boone, played by
junior Noah Moskala. Christopher is imaginative and
phenomenal at math, but he struggles to navigate everyday life
situations; he quickly becomes confused or overwhelmed.
Christopher becomes distraught when he discovers that his
neighbor’s dog has been murdered. His father, Ed Boone,
played by senior David Trent, tries to comfort him after his
discovery, encouraging him to move on. However, he decides
that he will investigate and solve the murder.
While pursuing an answer to this mystery, Christopher
discovers dark truths about his family, creating tension in his
relationship with his father. As a result, he reconnects with his
mother, Judy Boone, played by freshman Jillian Uzelac.
His teacher, Siobhan, played by junior Brynn Surloff, helps
Christopher narrate his mission to solve the murder and resolve
his stressful family situation. At last, the murderer of the dog is
revealed, which eventually brings the story to resolution.

Article continues on the next page!

PR LOCAL
My First Fall Play:
Audience Perspective
The performance of The Curious Incident of the
Dog in the Night-Time was the first fall play I have
ever attended, and I had no clue what to expect. With
no musical numbers and a smaller cast, I was sure
that it would be much different from PR’s spring
musicals.
In fact, the play was quite unique compared to any
sort of play or show I have seen before. Without any
prior knowledge of the plot of the play, I was able to
truly experience the story for the first time during the
performance. The characters were complex, and the
plot was rich in conflict, making the show captivating
to watch.
The conflict was sophisticated, and it evolved as
the play progressed. The nature of the play was
mature and realistic, which, as an audience member,
drew me closer to the characters.
Every cast and crew member served an important
role in the production of the play. The curtain never
closed, meaning cast members were responsible for
performing swift and prompt scene changes, of which
there were plenty.
I was extremely impressed with the production of
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
and commend all who were involved in making the
show a success. I strongly recommend attending a
Fall Play performance in future years. For now, stay
tuned for more information regarding performance
dates for this year’s spring musical, Shrek.

All photos provided by Madia Photography.

Seniors Reflect: Cast and Crew Perspective
“Fall Play is such a tight-knit community. Everyone is accepted, regardless of ability and talent. While we go through our rough patches,
we get out of them together. I am so thankful for being a part of such an amazing group of people.” - senior Nathan Cottrell
“It was an awesome experience and I had a blast!” -senior Riley Allman
“I had a great time in the fall play! I was a stage manager, so I had to make sure everything ran smoothly on my side of the stage. The
best part of being in fall play was the bond I formed with the cast and crew members. I would not trade the experience for anything.”
-senior Catherine Merigliano
“Being a part of fall play was so much fun! Everyone was super fun to work with and Mrs. Morrissey was an amazing director! I’m so
proud of the beautiful show we created!” -senior Ryan Goldberg
“As an individual who cannot draw, paint, or sculpt, Fall Play was one of my only outlets for artistic expression, and is easily my favorite
part of high school." -senior David Trent

PR LOCAL
Albums to Remember
Learn about the best music
2021 has to offer
CALEB HIRSCH STAFF WRITER

This year was a rollercoaster of ups and downs. Music followed this same trend. We
had some of the best musical projects released in a while, as well as some
disappointments. However, looking back on the year, I think it's safe to say that 2021
was a great time for music. In the spirit of reflecting, I would like to gush about my
favorite albums released this year. Keep in mind that I haven’t listened to everything;
in fact, I haven’t listened to most of the music released this year, so this list is based
entirely on my opinion. Without further ado, let’s get started.
#3 - Donda - Kanye West
There was a lot of hype circulating this album, as is the case with every Kanye release.
Usually, a Kanye album not only meets the expectations, but blows them out of the water.
However, with his last album Jesus is King, many fans were put off by the direction Kanye
was taking, having had a major religious awakening. Donda was met with the same criticism
at first from many fans, including me. However, the album becomes better with every listen.
This was an emotional project in which Kanye; instead of just telling the listener how great
religion is, he gives them a window to see how it has affected him. Even for me, someone
who is not religious, this album spoke to me on an emotional level. My favorite song from
the album is Jail. I love how it conveys so much emotion with such a small and simple array
of instruments. My biggest complaint is how long the album is. Many songs seem more like
filler than songs that passion went into, which makes me wish Kanye would have cut these
songs out. Overall, I give this album a 7/10. Passion and care clearly went into this album,
but you have to see past the filler to appreciate it.
#2 - BELIEVE IN ME, WHO BELIEVES IN YOU - Aries
This album made the list purely out of my own personal bias. I understand that the kind of
music on this album is going to put most people off immediately, as it’s honestly pretty
generic sounding pop music. However, listening to this album for the first time was one of
the highlights of my year. I’ve been following Aries’ growth as an artist since 2018, hearing
his sound morph and develop over time. I had been waiting for this album since April of 2019, when
he released his first album, and hearing the culmination of two and a half years of waiting was an
emotional experience. My favorite song off the album is probably RIDING, because it is infinitely
replayable and has me singing along every time. I give this album an 8/10. I would probably rate it
lower, but my emotional attachment to this album elevates it to my second favorite album of the year.
#1 - Smiling With No Teeth - Genesis Owusu
This album caught me completely by surprise. I had heard and enjoyed one song, and later decided to
listen to the whole album. Little did I know that it would be the best decision I made this year. Every
song is a joy to listen to, and at no point do I feel the need to press skip. It effortlessly pulls from
multiple genres, with so many that it can’t be labeled with just one. I Don’t See Colour is a hip hop
song through and through, while Drown sounds like a rock song from the 80’s. Never have I heard an
album that is able to switch between different genres and moods without having any negative effect on
the overall fluidity. Not only that, but every part of this album oozes personality and passion. Genesis Owusu lets his experiences, thoughts,
and opinions roam free on this project. Don’t Need You shows him recanting his terrible relationship, coming to the realization that he
doesn’t need his partner anymore. Whip Cracker is an outburst of anger at the oppression he faces. My favorite song has to be The Other
Black Dog. This was the song that I found first, and hearing it compelled me to listen to the rest of the album. I love how every element of
the song keeps it moving, his voice feeling rushed by the backing instrumentation. I have no complaints about this album, and I give it a
perfect 10/10. I highly recommend you listen to it, because it most likely has something you’ll like, and Genesis Owusu deserves more
recognition for creating this masterpiece.

OPINION
When is the snow coming?
AGNES ALLVIN STAFF WRITER
In my opinion, snow is a must have for Christmas. Waking up on Christmas morning and sitting in front of the tree and looking
out the window and seeing snow is my favorite thing. Having no snow ruins my whole Christmas mood and vibe; snow= Christmas.
All the years that it has not snowed on Christmas, I’ve not had any Christmas spirit at all. It's so sad because Christmas is my favorite
holiday. I love to spend time with my family and have some break from school. I am really hoping the snow comes just in time for
Christmas. However, even if it doesn’t snow this year, I have some tips for you (and me) to get into the holiday spirit.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Decorate your room, maybe put a small Christmas tree and some fun lights.
DECORATE THE BIG TREE. This is a must for me as well. No tree, no Christmas.
Watch Christmas movies with friends or family
Go buy matching Christmas PJs with a friend or family member
Bake some good Christmas cookies or any type of food
Listen to Christmas music

PICTURE OF THE WEEK
Photo by
MIKAYLA SAVERSKY STAFF WRITER

JUST FOR FUN

Across
1. Air Force Program
4. 11th Grade History Class, Abbreviated
7. ___ Day (a Theme Day Thursday)
9. Marching ___
10. Pine Richland District Motto, PR ___
12. ___ Development & Parenting I
14. Exams Required for Graduation
Down
2. ___ Day (Previous Theme Day Thursday)
3. Upperclassmen Science Class
5. Winter Concert on December 7th
6. Magazine for Printing Writing and Art Submissions
8. Cross-Country Competitions
11. ___-A-Bus
13. Coding Language Taught in the High School

Did you solve the
puzzle? Stop by
Room 221 to
check your
answers!
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ACROSS

DOWN

3. Santa Claus is ____ to Town
4. Rudolph the Red-Nosed ____
5. We Wish you a Merry ____
7. Baby, it's ____ Outside
8. ____ Bell Rock
10. I Saw ____ Kissing Santa Claus

1. God ____ ____ Merry Gentlemen (two
words, no spaces)
2. It's the Most ____ Time of the Year
6. Let it ____
9. All I Want for Christmas ___ ___ (two
words, no spaces)

JUST FOR FUN
Around and about PRHS Word search
Familiar People places and things around PR
CHINEDU CLARKE STAFF WRITER

FORENSICS: Members of the Pine-Richland Forensics Team took home awards following a virtual
tournament this weekend sponsored by Upper St. Clair High School. Senior Miles Brown took first place
in the Extemporaneous Speaking event while Junior Sreyashi Mondal took first in Original Oratory. Also
earning awards were: Junior Kesar Sampat, third in Original Oratory; Junior Ella Giesecke fifth in
Poetry; and Middle School 8th-grader Kimaya Matai, sixth in Extemporaneous Speaking.
Congratulations to everyone who competed. In other forensics news, anyone interested in competing in
the upcoming January tournaments should sign up in room 106 as soon as possible and see any team
officer, Mrs. Green, or Mr. Byko for more information.

JUST FOR FUN
Good Ole Lunches Word Search
The Things That Make Up Our Lunch
QUINN MARTIN STAFF WRITER

JUST FOR FUN
Christmas Word Search
LUCY ROCKACY STAFF WRITER

PEER 2 PEER: The Peer 2 Peer
Club is selling shirts until
Thursday. They are $10 each.
Please see any club member to
place an order.

JUST FOR FUN
Should Christmas Horror Movies
still be Considered Christmas
Movies?
ELLA PERESTOCK STAFF WRITER
Every year on December 18th my dad starts watching Christmas horror movies and asks
me if I’d like to watch them as well. I only like a few of the horror movies because most of
them are just cringy. But I always wonder if the Christmas horror movies should be considered
as Christmas movies or if they should be only in the horror category. If they are only in the
horror category, when are you supposed to watch them? Since they are related to Christmas,
they are only on TV when it’s Christmas time. I interviewed some people about their opinion
on this as well.
Learning Support teacher Mrs. McCarthy said, “Absolutely not! That’s a hard no!
Christmas is supposed to be fun and joyful, not scary! Scary is only for Halloween.”
Freshman Ashley Chapman said, “Yes, it’s still revolved around Christmas even if it’s a
horror genre.”
Even though Christmas is supposed to be fun and joyful, there are still scary stories that
parents used to and still might tell their children so they would behave around Christmas. They
would tell their children to behave or else Krampus would come instead of Santa Claus.
Krampus originated in Germany, the source of his name is from the German word Krampen which means “claw,” he was thought to have been
part of pagan rituals for the winter solstice, he comes to the naughty children houses and haunts them until morning or in some other
cases...takes them away.
There is also the movie “A Christmas Carol.” It’s not quite horror but it’s also not a joyful Christmas movie. It’s about a cold, greedy, and
mean old man and one Christmas Eve, four ghosts come to visit him at night. The first ghost being his former business partner, Jacob Marley, to
warn him about his ways of life and how it will be for him in the afterlife. After Jacob Marley leaves the next ghost comes which is the ghost of
Christmas past, then the ghost of Christmas present, then the ghost of Christmas future. After the ghost of Christmas future shows Scrooge what
his future looks like, that is when he realizes that he has to change before it is too late.
What are your thoughts, PR? Can a scary movie be a Christmas movie? Email me to let me know.

HAVE A GREAT
DECEMBER BREAK,
PR!
-FROM THE RAMPAGE

JUST FOR FUN

Week in Photos: Choir Members Write Santa Letters

Q&A with the Holiday Issue Creator Cameron Perkins
How long did this issue take to create? It took about eight hours! First, I read through and
edited the articles with help from our other design editor, Lizzi Montanti. I started to
organize the articles and plan how I wanted to create each page. The holiday issue has been
my favorite to create every year that I have edited for the paper!
What is the hardest part about designing? It can be very difficult to have a perfect picture
of what a design might look like in your head and then struggle to execute the final product
on the page. I try to always make each page look exactly how I envision it, but it often turns
into a long process of seeing which way a picture fits best or a quote stands out in the text.
It’s always very rewarding to see the final product.
What do you want readers to know? Thank you for all your support! We are always
looking for freelance submissions, so do not be afraid to reach out for a chance to be
featured!

SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!
(2022)

